Understand

Read these sentences. Change the verb
under the line for a more powerful one,
using a different word for each sentence.

Draw lines to match pairs of common and more powerful verbs.
walked

cackled

said

ordered

Steven

jumped

toppled

2) “Please leave the light on,” Tilly

ate

marched

laughed

leaped

broke

shattered

fell

gobbled

1) “It’s not fair. It’s my turn to sit in the front!”

eat

.

said

4) “Have you seen my glasses?”
Dad

said

.

5) “Mum’s asleep,” Gina
“Don’t wake her.”

said

ran

3) “Get off the grass!” the park warden

Language
Features

Look at the verbs in the table below.
For each one, write down three powerful
verbs that could replace it.

went

. “I’m scared.”

said

Powerful
Verbs

.

said

6) Amit

walked

7) Kevin
get to the shops.
8) Jay

walked

walked

said

.

to catch his train before it left.
through the heavy snow to

past the slumbering lion.

Continued...

Explain R ead these pairs of sentences. How does changing the
verb alter the meaning each time?

9) Tired and exhausted, Kevin finally

Robin looked at the front page of the newspaper.

to the mountain peak.

walked

Robin stared at the front page of the newspaper.
_________________________

10) The soldiers proudly

walked

around the parade ground.
11) The greedy dog quickly

ate

the food.

12) Len did not enjoy Peter’s cooking and slowly
ate

13) Marcia made such a noise as she
her apple.
14) The tea was still too hot so Amit
his carefully.

ate

That evening, Freema went for a walk into town.
drank

15) After bursting across the finish line, Lottie
mouthfuls of water.

Bob charged to the front of the queue.
_________________

the dinner.

grabbed a bottle and

Bob went to the front of the queue.

drank

down

That evening, Freema went for a stroll
into town.
_

Explain
Change the verbs to make these sentences
more exciting.
When she saw the shadow, Alex called for her
mother.

Change the verbs in this sentence. Explain how your new verbs
have affected the meaning.

I said goodnight to Mum and went upstairs quietly
so I would not wake my little brother.

Graeme took his school bag and went to school.

I went to catch the vase but it broke into a hundred pieces.

Change the verbs in this sentence to make the scene more disgusting!
The dog ate its food and drank its water.

Challenge

Write two sentences about each of these pictures. Use a powerful verb in each sentence and underline it.

1)

1)

1)

2)

2)

2)

Test

Underline the powerful verbs in
this passage.

Add powerful verbs to complete these sentences.

1. It was a peaceful afternoon so we

“Do we have to hike up yet

along the river bank.

another hill?” Pat whined, “I hate it!”
reading a good book.

2. I really

his book out of

3. Jim angrily

out of the

Amit’s hand and

the door behind him.

room,

he

through the desert,

a pool of water.

would

exercise this week.”

Five minutes later, Pat was shrieking with

delight as he darted past his brother and sister

and scrambled up the grassy slope. Already,

catapulted into muddy puddles.

Trudging up the slope behind him, his parents were

explored the different pathways.

out of bed,

down the stairs

through the

the thief to stop and come back.

times he had stumbled on loose ground and been

delighted. They gazed fondly at their children as they

5. With a burst of energy, Owain

front door,

worried you lot are not getting enough

his clothes were caked in dirt from the many

4. Slowly, the starving man

and

“Yes, we do,” his mum insisted, “I’m

at

Later, mud would be scraped off each child. Their

parents would wonder which clothes could be saved

before stuffing them all into the wash. The machine would

struggle and complain, suggesting that they remember to

wear old clothes next time.

Test

Create a sentence for each of these powerful verbs.

splatter

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

whimper

vanish

shudder

whisper

shuffle

wander

Apply
What is happening here? Write a short story based on
this picture. Be sure to include lots of powerful verbs in
your writing.

Extra challenge:
Can you vary the
way you start your
sentences?

